COVID-19 restrictions update for seasonal guests
June 11 2020
As of Friday June 12th, some of the COVID-19 restrictions will be easing up. We want to be clear, that
physical distancing measures are still in place. Group gathering numbers have been extended to 10
people, but physical distancing is a requirement. All patrons of our park are expected to practice these
safe measures in order to continue operation and further re opening of other amenities. After meeting with
our public health inspector, we are taking the advice of these officials when considering re opening our
park amenities. Proper safety precautions will be in place, and must be followed by all of our guests.
The pool will be open but with strict measures in place. There is an absolute maximum of 10 bathers
allowed in the pool enclosure at any time. Every hour, the staff member on duty will indicate to bathers
with a whistle, that it is time to vacate the pool, and allow for another group of ten. Please be considerate
of your fellow campers and follow these restrictions, and exit the pool at the end of your turn in a timely
fashion. The Pool washrooms will remain closed until further notice. Please shower off at your site prior
to coming to use the pool. The Pool will not be lifeguarded in order to allow our maximum number of 10
bathers in the pool so all children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult. Keep in mind these rules
are set out by our health department officials to help contain the spread of COVID-19, and do not use the
pool if you feel unsafe doing so.
Visitor restrictions will be slightly altered as of Friday. In addition to the guests on your licensee of
occupation, you will be permitted to have an additional 2 visitors. This means no more than 2 visitors
aside from your eligible family members at any time. All guests must be registered. We are urging our
guests to please be patient and understanding as this is the advice given by our public health inspector,
who is concerned about your safety. Absolutely every visitor MUST be registered prior to them coming.
This is key in contact tracing if there becomes a spike in cases. Please remember to maintain your
physical distancing within your group, and not to gather with more than 10 people. We will not be
charging for the 2 extra visitors.
We are currently awaiting more information regarding opening of the beach from the Leeds Grenville,
and Lanark highlands health unit, and want to assure you that as soon as this information is available to
us, it will be available to you on our website and Facebook page.
Previously enjoyed trailer showing will resume next week. We will start showing trailers by appointment
only starting Monday June 14th. Please be advised that people interested in seeing previously enjoyed
trailers must make the appointment through reception, and be accompanied by Cedar Cove resort staff
only. No Trailer showings are permitted between guests and visitors. We will begin renting our pull
through (D) sites as of June 19th. Our cottages will not open for the 2020 season. We have decided that
because of the health risks involved, and because our intention is to become a seasonal campground, to
make this transition now. Our large waterfront RV Sites (N01, N02, and E29) will be listed for sale as
seasonal sites.
Until Further notice, our washhouse facility, patio, play structures, and recreation will remain closed.
We Urge all of our guests to remember that these restrictions and rules are in place for the health and
safety of us all. These are not choices made by us as individuals, but made by health officials. Please
show compassion and patience when interacting with both our staff, and fellow campers. This is a
difficult time for everyone right now, and we should work together and respect one another to move
towards normalcy.

Thank you

